
Fire and life safety inspections in healthcare  
facilities are critical to ensuring the protection  
of patients and those treating them.
Harroun Fire Protection’s custom portal, powered by BuildingReports.com, provides 
a range of healthcare reporting formats specifically designed to meet the rigorous 
requirements defined by accreditation organizations such as The Joint Commission, 
DNV Healthcare (Det Norske Veritas) and HFAP (Healthcare Facilities Accreditation 
Program). This not only helps ensure inspections are more efficient and accurate, but 
that the reports can be easily reviewed for regulation compliance.

Verifiable Results
ScanSeries™ operates on a range of standard hand-held devices and smartphones to allow 
inspectors to easily scan barcoded fire, life safety and security devices for verification of inspection. 
Additionally, these inspection reports are accessible online immediately following the inspection so 
building owners and fire and life safety officials can quickly review results and take action if needed.

Intelligent Reporting
Our intelligent reporting system provides 
comprehensive data and statistical analysis on 
every device inspected. Data can be compared 
to past inspections within your specially 
formatted healthcare report or via your online 
database to ensure each device meets code 
requirements. Unique barcode registration 
records inspectors’ progress in real time, 
preventing missed items, and facilitating fast 
action on repairs.

Convenient Access
Harroun Fire Protection’s custom portal 
technology, powered by BuildingReports.
com, gives users the ability to review and 
manage fire and life safety inspection reports 
for all properties, within a secure online 
database, from anywhere at any time. Service 
companies, facility managers, accreditation 
organizations and fire officials all benefit from 
the unmatched, convenient accessibility.

ScanSeries™ Healthcare

Features
  »  Historical inspection data integration

  »   Automatic device inspection date and 
mobile-to-report synchronization

  »   Inspection data grouped by  
organization standards

  »  Hyperlinked code headings

Benefits
  »   Provides complete annual inspection 

summary as required by accreditation 
organizations

  »   Allows anytime inspection upload 
while guaranteeing correct field 
placement on report

  »   Consistent and intelligently grouped 
data provides for easier reviewing

  »  Rapid online report navigation

The Advantage
Now you can maximize efficiency, save money 
and reduce risk by managing critical inspection 
data with detailed online reports powered by 
BuildingReports.com—critical information at 
your fingertips.

Just login to your secure account and review 
your report, authorize repairs, manage inventory
and view inspections. Your information is 
accessible whenever and wherever you need 
it and immediately available to print for binder 
insertion when required.
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